CALL FOR PAPERS – SEPTEMBER/2020
Thematic Issue
“PUBLIC LAW IN TIMES OF CRISIS”
Católica Law Review welcomes the submission of articles in the field of Public
Law from all legal scholars and practitioners (including professors, lecturers,
doctoral candidates, graduate students, and lawyers) for the January issue of
2021.
Católica Law Review is an international, bilingual (Portuguese or English),
academic, and peer reviewed legal journal of the Católica Research Centre for
the Future of Law of the School of Law of Universidade Católica Portuguesa
and is published by Universidade Católica Editora (UCE).
Designed to foster outstanding legal research and to reflect the evolution of
legal thought, Católica Law Review is a journal open to prospective authors
from all origins and is based on the most demanding international standards
of peer review. Dissertations and papers written by graduate students in the
context of master and postgraduate programmes are not eligible for
publication, unless they have been subject to very substantial editing for
publication purposes and comply with the formal requirements laid down in
the style guide.

Vol V, issue 1, of Católica Law Review will be dedicated to Public Law.
Articles should preferably be related to the subject “Public Law in times of
crisis”. Current issues of concern than can be source of inspiration may be,
inter alia, the migration & refugee crisis, the global response to COVID-19,
threats to the rule of law within the European Union, privacy and data
protection, human rights or solidarity challenges. Contributions that relate to
Global, International, European or National dimensions of Law are
welcomed.

Deadline for Paper Submissions is September 30, 2020 at 23:00 PM GMT.
Accepted manuscripts will be published in the January issue. Paper
acceptance/rejection notification: 30-40 days.
Authors can use the email catolicalawreview.fd@fd.lisboa.ucp.pt to submit
their papers to the reviewing process.
Publication Due: volume V - Issue 1, January – 2021
Link to previous issues:
https://fd.lisboa.ucp.pt/faculty-knowledge/catolica-research-centre-futurelaw/research/catolica-law-review/published-volumes
or
http://www.direito.ceid.porto.ucp.pt/pt/node/9611

